Cleaning the Coronado Personal Solar Telescope

Telescope body and tripod can be cleaned with wipes (such as Clorox or alcohol wipes).

Rubber end of eyepiece can be cleaned with wipes (such as Clorox or alcohol wipes).

Eyepieces, end of telescope tube, and eyepiece slot should always have dust covers on when not in use.

If the eyepiece is obstructed by a fingerprint or other gooey mess, clean with a dry microfiber cloth, but avoid if not necessary.

The glass in the telescope tube should NEVER be cleaned. A little dust won’t impact your viewing (though do remember to keep the cap on when not in use to avoid too much accumulation!) If cleaning is needed, using an air can to blow out dust is the preferred method. Should something stickier end up inside, you can use a dry microfiber cloth (like eyeglass cleaning cloths) but should avoid scrubbing or touching clean areas as this will ruin the telescopes protective coating.